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26 March 2024, Mons (Belgium)

Tuesday for
Researchers

Dissemination day organised in
turn by UMONS and UPHF that
includes in this edition two
competitions open to Reunice
project institutions: a scientific
poster contest and Show Your
PhD to present research works
through innovative formats
(drawing, video, photography…).

More info

April - December 2024

The Invisible Unveiled:
when science is art

The itinerant science
photography exhibition The
Invisible Unveiled will be touring
accross Europe over 2024,
starting from April at the
University of Cantabria. Discover
some of the research developed
by the EUNICE community!

Stay tunned for new dates

29-30 April - Brussels, Belgium
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European University Alliances - Drivers of
Change and Innovation in Higher Education
Come to this conference to reflect on the European University
Alliances' roles as drivers of change in education. EUNICE will be
represented by University of Mons during session 5: The European
Degree as an Important Milestone Towards a Strong Future for the
European Higher Education Area.

More info

EDUCATION

Summer 2024, Santander (Spain)

On-site Summer Schools 
Blended Intensive Programmes

Introduction to Global Studies
offers 2 weeks of insights about
how globalization is influencing a
wide rage of dimensions: i.e.

Integrated Energy Systems will
make a multidisciplinary
approach to renewable energy
sources. The online programme
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health, culture, bussiness,
climate, or migrations. Completed
with online activities.

is completed with a week of on-
site lectures in Santander.

Erasmus+ scholarships available for EUNICE students.
Applications: contact the International Relations Office of your university.

More info

Open Course: Introduction to Global Studies
15 March - 15 June, 2024

The EUNICE Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) Introduction to
Global Studies covers a wide range of study fields influenced by
globalization. This online course can be followed by people from
anywhere in the world for free. The contents -keynote videos, readings
and tests- will be available from 15 March to 15 June 2024.

Registration opens on 15 March

RESEARCH

CHIST-ERA call on research projects with Poland
Application deadline: 10 April
Two areas: 
1.-Multidimensional Geographic Information Systems 
2.-Smart Contracts for Digital Transformation Ecosystems.
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MSCA 2024 Conference - Researchers’ Careers:
Multiple Pathways
18-19 April - Mons, Belgium
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions 2024 conference will explore the
many pathways of research careers. It is open to researchers of any
kind, who can also present a poster (not mandatory).

More opportunities

NEWS

Pilot EUNICE Expertise Exchange Platform

Members from EUNICE universities are now invited to sign up to this
platform and propose their ideas for possible use cases and engage
with experts from the consortium.

Sign up
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Over 10K people experienced virtual mobility with
EUNICE

More than 10,000 university students and staff took part in international
virtual activities organised by EUNICE (online training, forums, blended
courses, events...) since its foundation in 2020. EUNICE is committed
to foster an easy and accessible interconnection of its members
beyond borders.

Read more

BTU Student wins
EUNICE Mobility
Awards
Balaji Vunnava (BTU, Germany)
won the EUNICE Mobility Award
for his testimonial about the
EUNICE Summer School he
attended in 2023. The
competition aimed to share
mobility experiences of students
in 2022-2023.

Ckeck the
finalist 
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"What is not communicated does not exist"

EUNICE teams of communication, impact, dissemination and
digitalisation met in Santander (Spain). The rector of the University of
Cantabria highlighted the importance of building support services to
sustain the growth of this European University.

EUNICE kicks off its new cycle

EUNICE held the inaugural meeting of its second phase spanning
2023-2027 aiming to establish the foundation for the upcoming four
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years of academic progress. It gathered delegates from the Board of
Directors, the Secretary General, and the Project Management Team.

Read more news

BLOG

From Belgium to
Germany
"We learned about
communication difficulties in
intercultural contexts" - E.
Jacquet.                               

From France to Spain
"Everyone who has the
opportunity to go on a doctoral
mobility should take it" - M.P.
Corrêa.
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From Spain to Italy
"Research collaboration between
universities promotes academic
production and professional
qualification" - F. Baquero.
"EUNICE helps universities to
open up to the world and fosters
multidisciplinary research" - R.
Coterillo.

More testimonials

CONTACT

Find out more about the EUNICE alliance and its members in the press
kit below or on the website:

EUNICE 
Press Kit

EUNICE
Website

Share this newsletter with your contacts and encourage them to
subscribe!

Subscription to EUNICE Newsletter

Best Regards,
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your EUNICE Team
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